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A Laser Academy 
A state certified laser tattoo removal training course
and school, A Laser Academy ensures you have the

education you need to run your business.

It is our mission to provide hands on experience with
cutting-edge tattoo removal equipment combined with
industry knowledge and technical expertise to produce

students who will be prepared to open their own
successful and safe laser tattoo removal clinics.

1-800-221-6721
alaseracademy.com
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I
t’s that time of the year again and as the final month of
2017 closes, Pain has some final news to share with
readers. As we gear up to launch the NEW PainMall in
2018, Pain is taking submissions from all industry whole-
salers and distributors. This revolutionary site has been

designed to bridge the gap between wholesalers and buyers
and will undoubtedly leave its mark on this incredible industry.
Call a sales executive today to discuss details! 

       Next, through hell or high water, emergency preparedness
can help your studio to be a survivor. And while there is little
you can do to prevent a disaster from striking, being prepared
and knowing how to react can help to keep business buzzing
in your studio. Join us this month for a very special feature…
we promise, it’s one you don’t want to miss!

       Lastly, with so much of our attention designated to the
wonderful wholesalers and distributors in the industry, Pain recently
launched a program specifically for the talented artists and business
savvy owners in the tattoo and body piercing worlds! Custom
media packages are now available to you to increase awareness,
branding and image, and to spark BUZZZ around your specific
talents and/or shop. Call us today for details!

       We would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year. Cheers and we will see you all in 2018!





L
ast month we discussed typical body art ordinances that
explain and define the various safety procedures that must
be implemented and followed closely prior to starting tattoo
or piercing procedures. We discussed the collaboration
between government regulators and body art professionals

on the building of a workable and legally protective body art
ordinance for day to day use. 

      Government regulators and body art professionals have
been working side by side in most states for over a decade.
They exchange ideas, safety requirements, tattoo and piercing
procedural methods, legal issues and anything else related to
putting a body art ordinance together that is easy to read, imple-
ment and follow. I have spoken to state, city, county and federal
government regulators in ten states and they all agree that
including body art professionals in ordinance building sessions
is critical. Government regulators were initially reluctant to seek
advice from body art professionals, however, most government
regulators will quickly admit they don’t know enough about the
tattoo and piercing industry to put a workable document together
to regulate the industry. When they attempted to put something
together, it ended up complicated, not easily readable and
tough to work with. In several cities around the nation the body
art industry actually approached local regulators with a request
to be regulated. Their main reason was to punish tattooists who
were conducting unsafe procedures in homes, apartment
complexes and at times, on the streets giving legitimate body
art shops a bad name and shaky reputation. They also wanted
to bring credibility and trust to the industry. It was a bold move
by the body art industry but ended up being extremely beneficial
to both sides. 

continued on page 26

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
& COMMON SENSE: 

CAN THEY CO-EXIST?
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He fields the questions with thoughtful precision. His words don’t come across as calculated—there’s an air of
spontaneity to his answers, like you can almost hear the hum of the lightbulbs switching on as each word is
formed—but it’s obvious that he’s pondered the thoughts presented more than a few times before. He’s done
more than just his homework. He’s made the work his home. 

      Ben Ochoa is discussing Nikko Hurtado’s Black Anchor Collective in Hesperia, California, the shop that really
needs no introduction, the shop that he’s now had the honor of calling home for two and a half years. His words on the
topic act as a scalpel to slice away the bloated larger-than-life myths that obscure the organic layers of truth beneath,
the lottery ticket of celebrity status being one of the first to fall. 

      “I know that Nikko was on TV, on L.A. Ink for a while,” he readily concedes. But to him, that break was not the boon
to his boss’s success, but the confirmation of what he’d already achieved. “I mean, the dude was winning contests from
like, year one or two of tattooing. Who the fuck does that? The quality he started putting out from the very beginning—
he’s a phenomenon in tattooing . . .  But I think the reason that we are where we are is because of how much time we
put into this. There are times when I don’t stop tattooing until four in the morning. We're not going to rush a tattoo just
to get it done. We're going to take our time. If that means we're going to stay there until the sun comes up, sometimes
that's what it takes.” And to think, this coming from a formerly out-of-work forklift operator who only began putting ink
to flesh nine years ago because his wife bought him a tattoo machine. True story.

continued on page 18
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Hi C.,
      I wasn’t highly familiar with syringe
irrigation as I have never advised it for
use on piercings, so I launched into some
research. It quickly became clear that 
irrigation is suggested for wounds that
differ in a number of ways from the sort
our clients deal with.

      Wound irrigation is defined as “the
steady flow of a solution across an open
wound surface” (emphasis added). One
common purpose is to clear out dirt and
foreign matter in acute traumatic injuries.
Another is to remove exudate, surface
pathogens, cellular and necrotic debris, and
residues from bandages and topical wound
care products. Irrigation is commonly done
when dressings are changed on wounds
that require them, and it also facilitates 
accurate assessment by allowing the tissue
to be examined more clearly. 

      In essence, the primary purpose of
irrigation is to clean while avoiding
trauma. Irrigation with too much pressure
can actually force surface bacteria into
the wound bed and deeper compartments,
bringing increased risk of infection. It can
also cause damage to delicate granulation
tissue. This is particularly of concern in
areas with a good blood supply, such as
the face. “Irrigating clean wounds unnec-
essarily and excessively” is described as
“a pitfall that should be avoided.” 

      In this assessment, I think it is critical
to make the distinction between the
external surface—the openings—of a
piercing, and it’s harder-to-access interior.
From my investigation, it is clear that 
irrigation should be applied only to a
piercing’s entry and exit, as those are what
constitute its “open wound surface.” (Refer
to the added emphasis in the definition
above.) A piercing channel is, as we know,
beneath the surface. 

      Professional piercings are made with
sterile implements in a controlled environ-
ment, so there will be none of the dirt and
particulate matter that is present in lesions
sustained during accidents. Accepted
piercing practice requires single-use sterile
needles and the inser tion of sterile
jewelry—again, nothing that would call
for internal irrigation. 

      Industry standard aftercare for pierc-
ings does not advise routine bandaging,
or the use of products such as the creams,
gels, and ointments that are commonly
applied to sutured or chronic wounds.
Therefore, there is no need for irrigation
to remove the residues that are frequently
flushed in other healing situations. Further,
under normal circumstances, the interior
of a piercing is unlikely to become conta-
minated unless the jewelry is manipulated
in such a way as to actively work matter
into the channel. It is important that debris

(“crusties”) be removed regularly or the
healing process can be impeded. But this
is easi ly accomplished with warm
compresses, saline soaks, and/or simply
rinsing in the shower. There is no need to
force liquid into the interior.

      The holes of most healthy piercings
will be pretty close to the same size as the
jewelry being worn in them. So, to actually
get fluid to flush through—or even into—
the canal would require a fair bit of 
pressure. Actively or forcefully accessing
a wound’s interior for irrigation is likely to
produce irritation and increase risks, as
those delicate healing surfaces are
normally protected when the piercing
channel is simply left alone.

      Additionally, it is advised that for safety
and hygiene, syringes never be reused .
But piercees who do not open a fresh one
every time they irrigate will experience
potential risk of wound contamination.
Saline soaks are obviously less invasive.
Note that soaking when a wound (including
a piercing) is bleeding can prevent effective
clotting.  Therefore, I advise that soaks be
postponed until there has been no seeping
or spotting for at least 48 hours. 

      Normal saline (isotonic .09% sodium
chloride) is the most common liquid solu-
tion used for wound rinsing and cleansing.
However, multiple studies demonstrated

Syringe Irrigation for Piercings
      Hey there. I'm a piercer that has been piercing for almost 3 years. I am a firm believer in using saline
soaks. The owner of the shop I work at can be very hard headed when it comes to new forms of piercing
aftercare. For many years he has suggested using a curved tip dental irrigation syringe to flush saline solution
through the piercing canal. I feel that this is not a very good method and it has created a bit of an issue between
us. I feel that a fresh piercing should be disrupted as little as possible. He has asked me to give him proof that
this method is not ideal and that's where you come in! We both respect you and I read tons of your articles and
would love to hear your thoughts on this matter! C.
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Elayne Angel; Mérida, 
Mexico in the Yucatán! 

Have questions about piercing?
Have Photos? 
Need info? 

E-mail her at: 
elayneangel@piercingbible.com,

www.piercingbible.com. 
Subject Pain Mag. or
editor@painmag.com

no significant differences in the infection rates
of acute and chronic wounds when using
distilled water, or potable tap water meeting
US quality standards.  That is, clean water
and saline solution may be equally effective!
Somewhat shockingly one study concluded,
“There is not strong evidence that cleansing
wounds per se increases healing or reduces
infection.”  However, significant additional
medical research would be needed before a
recommendation could be made to avoid the
use of water on healing wounds. 

      When saline is used, I suggest it be mixed
fresh according to the accepted recipe: 1/4
teaspoon of salt to 8 ounces of clean warm
water. Studies show that disease-causing 
bacterial growth can occur with routine
handling in just 24 hours in homemade and
commercial solutions. 

      Warmth helps to stimulate circulation and
also assists in the distribution of the body’s
healing factors to a specific area—and
prevents issues that can be caused by lowering
the wound temperature. Wound-care best 
practices suggest that solution be warmed to
98.6ºF to 107.6ºF (37ºC to 42ºC) to minimize
a decrease in local ized temperature.
Maintaining optimum wound temperature
helps increase blood flow to the wound bed,

enhances the strength of healing tissue, and
aids repair by increasing oxygen. It also assists
in the prevention of uncontrolled bacterial
spread, which minimizes the risk of infection.
After wound exposure to cool temperatures, it
can take up to three hours for cell function to
return to normal. 

      Obviously, there have been no scientific
studies about syringe irrigation as it relates
specifically to piercings. So, I took a look at
the literature containing patient wound-care
instructions for dealing with stitches and staples.
Since those are also penetrating foreign objects
that remain in the body for a time, they are
somewhat analogous to piercings. 

      Some instructions provided for home care
of patients with stitches state that spraying
directly is to be avoided: “The saline solution
should be applied around the edges of the
wound, with the liquid allowed to drain over
the wound. Don't spray the solution directly on
the wound, because this can tear the wound
or wash away healing cells.”  Another resource
recommends cleaning as close to staples or
stitches possible but states, “DO NOT wash or
rub the stitches/staples directly.”  It is quite
clear from directives for such gentle handling,
that forcing liquid into any part of the wound,
stitches, or staples is not desirable. 

      Following my investigation, I’d have 
to say that I could not extrapolate from any
research studies or medical texts that 
syringe irrigation inside of a piercing channel
is advisable or helpful for healing; gentler
care that targets only the exterior surface of
piercings is preferable.  O
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      It’s easy, when talking to Ben, to get lost in the
celebrity status of his boss (who hasn’t binge-watched
L.A. Ink on a lazy Saturday afternoon?), but for him,
that aspect is just a peripheral of his daily existence
at best. Nikko is his leader, yes, and most definitely
a mentor, but Black Anchor Collective is exactly what
the name suggests: a collective. They’re a team,
each member serving an integral role in the operation
and possessing a command of the flinching canvas
rarely equalled. 

      “The feel in the shop that you get is that we push
each other,” he says of the atmosphere. “All the time.
It's never a thing where we do OK tattoos just to get
by. No, fuck that. It's like, ‘Did you see that badass
tattoo that so and so did, dude? That's fucking sick.'
And you want to try to live up to that because that's
why you're there. We're a certain caliber of artists.
It's definitely something that keeps pushing me when
I see the guys doing some sick ass work.”

      There are traces of an audible sigh when the
topic of longevity is brought up. Again, it’s as if the
questions posed serve as pressure valves for the
steam of thoughts long brewing. “Nine years later,
I’m still thinking about that.” It falls out of him like a
breath held too long.  “More so now, because I have
experience . . . I've seen my work six years healed
and sometimes I'm like, 'Goddamn, what the fuck
did I do?' and then I'll see something from the same
time and be like, 'Dude, that looks perfect.' So I
always try and give and take what worked and what
didn't work.” 
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      There are multiple circulating theories on how to create work that
will stand the test of time, from heavy black lines to various shading 
techniques. But one sure-fire method according to Ben is choice of ink,
which for him, means Fusion Ink.

      “That’s all I use . . . honestly, it’s the best ink I’ve ever used, man.
I've seen my tattoos heal over the years and they still hold up just as
good as when they were put down.”

      Don’t be fooled by the accolades. Black Anchor Collective isn’t a
pompous country club for the tattooing elite and their clientele of 
luminaries. It’s just a tattoo studio, albeit one run out of a Victorian
mansion that has served the needs of some weighty names, but Ben
doesn’t care to drop any of them. He wants to talk about the work—with
anyone who cares to come by. 

      “Anybody curious about the shop, we always tell people, you guys
are always welcome to come by and say hello, check out the shop or
whatever. We don't ever want people to feel like they're not welcome
here . . . We're all on the same level. Nobody's higher than anybody.
We're totally cool dudes. We're all down to earth.” O

Black Anchor Collective
13567 Main Street        Hesperia, CA 92345

(760) 244-1800
www.blackanchorworldwide.com
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     “At Laser Academy we set ourselves apart from other 
certification programs by providing students with the knowledge
and confidence to not only effectively treat and remove tattoos
but to do so without causing damage to the surrounding tissue.
We are able to achieve this by using the most cutting edge, up
to date technology available.” -Kelly Nelson, Student
Coordinator at A Laser Academy 

      Laser tattoo removal has
made a strong presence in
the modern tattoo industry
because of its ability to fade
ink enough to produce seam-
less cover-ups and accom-
plish complete removal of an
unwanted tat too. At the
center of both industries is A
Laser Academy, the current
leader in tattoo removal
education and training. They
were founded by Jef f
Goyotte, a 25 year veteran
in the tattoo industry and
Victor Beyer, who is a top
rated tat too removal
specialist and national trainer
for Quanta USA Q-Switch
lasers. Jeff and Victor are both instructors for the academy and
offer comprehensive real world education to anyone wanting to
pursue a future in the budding business of laser tattoo removal.
As a student you will learn the history of tattoo removal, laser
physics and terminology as well as specifics of ink properties
and how they react to laser treatments in all different skin types.

      Each of their 3 locations in Nevada, Colorado and Rhode
Island are located inside working clinics, which gives the students
a chance to work on real clients and gain real world experience
under the supervision of their skilled laser technicians. Many
tattoo artists have come through the doors of A Laser with the
hopes of taking their studios to the next level by adding this
incredible treatment to their business. A Laser has helped open
tattoo removal operations all over the United States and Canada,

many of which are inside tattoo
studios. A Laser has quickly
become the innovator and
industry leader for Laser Tattoo
Removal Specialist certification
and training in North America.
Their relationship with Quanta
lasers gives them the ability to
stay ahead of the game and they
are often the first to get the latest
and greatest technology. 

“A Laser Academy is
among the first in North America
to train on the new Quanta EVO
Q-Plus C laser for tattoo removal.
The EVO Q-Plus C has the same
three true laser wavelengths as
the original, industry favorite 

Q-Plus C, allowing clinics to treat ink of all colors—including
yellow and purple, and once difficult brighter blues. Studios
performing cover-up art with this device find increased 
profitability and better outcomes by performing laser removal
of some or all of the ink before the artistry of new work 
is added.”  O

For more information contact Kelly with A Laser Academy at 1-800-221-672,  alaseracademy.com
Colorado Location: 26 W Dry Creek Cir #730, Littleton, CO 80120   •   Nevada Location: 7251 W Lake Mead Blvd Suite 300, Las Vegas, NV 89128





      Government regulators were able to learn more about the
body art industry as well as charge small fees to operate and
the body art industry was able to increase their volume by
demonstrating to clients that they were monitored closely by
local health departments. The relationship was the best of both
worlds and resulted in ordinances that include common sense,
easily implemented safety procedures, legal coverage and
routine inspections from local health authorities. Any time
government regulators and attorneys get involved with any
ordinance, they must cover all aspects of liability in case of an
injury or illness as a result of a tattoo or piercing procedure. 

      In the body art world, a variety of potential incidents could
result in a lawsuit. One of the primary reasons for lawsuits
involve procedures conducted on minors without the required
parental or guardian consent. A lawsuit was initiated in
Albuquerque, New Mexico in 2002 and involved the installation
of large amounts of hardware in the vaginal and anal area of
a 16-year-old female. When the piercings became severely
infected, the 16-year-old approached her parents and had to
be taken to the hospital for treatment. The hardware was
removed and she recovered but her parents wanted immediate
action taken on the body art shop. When we conducted the
investigation, it was determined that the procedure was not
conducted at a legally permitted body art shop but at the home
of the piercer who installed the hardware. It was also determined
that the girl was allegedly drugged and told us she woke up
with extensive piercings and attempted to hide the incident
from her parents until the infection was out of control. The
lawsuit was dropped because the piercer re-located to another
state shortly after the incident and authorities were unable to
locate and charge him.

      Another incident that involved a lawsuit involved a body
art shop in the southeastern United States. Body art employees
were routinely discarding sharps and blood-soaked materials
in their regular city trash dumpster assigned to the body art
shop. When the local trash truck picked up their trash, numerous
needles and blood-soaked materials ended up on the ground
when the truck lifted their dumpster. A city employee was poked
with one of the needles and contracted a bloodborne pathogen.
He was treated and released from the local hospital and sued
the body art facility for damages. He won the lawsuit and was
provided with an undisclosed amount of money. The body art
shop was closed by the local health department for gross negli-
gence and creating imminent health hazards.

      This is where government regulators and attorneys can
provide valuable assistance and strategic legal advice based
on a solid body art ordinance. Including ordinance statements
that specifically define the proper disposal of sharps and blood-
soaked materials is critical in any industry where exposure to
pathogens is reasonably high. Most medical facilities such as
hospitals, nursing homes, dental offices and blood donation
centers are usually staffed with in-house infection control experts.
Body art shops, however, typically don’t and must rely on
owners and operators to decipher the Code of Federal
Regulations and implement them or be subject to fines, penalties
and the high likelihood of a complete shop closure. O
_____________________________________________________

Next month, we will discuss an easily accessed electronic Code
of Federal Regulations.  
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One of the best indications of a quality product is when
people start knocking if off. Such is the case with Micky
Sharpz tattoo machines. The original coil style tattoo

machines have been hand-made by British tattoo artist Micky
Sharpz since the  eighties in a little workshop in Birmingham,
England. The most popular Micky Sharpz machine, and arguably
the ultimate liner, is the Iron Micro Dial, and more than 28,000
have been produced. 

       Micky Sharpz, born Mike Lewis, was one of the founders
of modern tattooing in the U.K. In his own studio, he was using
Spaulding-Rogers machines, but eventually realized that the coils
and armatures weren't a good fit for his work, so he began
tinkering with designing his own machines, making armatures
bars by hand (originally with the same material as nails) and
winding coils the same way to match each machine.

       One of Sharpz's early revelations was about the importance
of the frames in the operation of the machine. “I started reading
about electromagnetics and metallurgy because I realized that
metallurgy is very important if you want this thing to work efficiently,
especially since the frame provides the structure and stability,”
Sharpz said in a rare interview for Skin & Ink. “I started to get
really excited about this concept, and that's when I started to 
learn more about electromagnetics and about the principles. It's
not something that is a small thing. Electromagnetics is one of the 
fundamental forces to do with everything. . .”

       “Mick's one of these people who works on cars and remodels
houses, and just wanted to see if he could build a better tattoo
machine. He laughs about (the popularity of his machines) because
he had no idea it would ever happen,” says good friend and fellow

tattooer RJ, who is now the owner of Micky Sharpz U.S.A., the sole
authorized U.S. distributor of Micky Sharpz tattoo machines.

       RJ has been involved with the tattoo industry since the seven-
ties and learned to tattoo at Sunset Strip Tattoo in Los Angeles. In
1994 he opened his own shop --- Taboo Tattoo. He was familiar
with Micky Sharpz machines, but they weren't readily available
in the U.S. at that time because Sharpz was making just a few at
a time, and most were being sold to friends in the U.K.. RJ ordered
a couple of machines from a small ad in the back of a tattoo
magazine, and when his tattooer friends noticed what he had,
they wanted them too. He'd import a few at a time to resell and
eventually made the trip to England and met the legendary
machine builder in person. The two hit it off, and struck a deal for
RJ to officially sell the machines. 



       After the launch of the internet, copycats sprung up and Sharpz was
faced with a lot of headaches dealing with the scams. He turned the business
of selling his machines in the U.S. over to RJ, who became so busy that he gave
up tattooing to focus on Micky Sharpz U.S.A. Among his satisfied customers
are respected tattoo artists like Guy Aitchison, Riley Baxter, Gill Montie, Deano
Cook, John Saletra, and many others.

       These days there are a lot of new-fangled machines on the market – rotary,
pneumatic and cartridge, but the ones that Micky Sharpz makes use good old-
fashioned coils and the frames are hand-cast rather than milled out automatically
on a CNC machine. They are made of a propitiatory bronze, brass, and steel
formulas. There are 16 different machines and seven individual frame styles,
and each frame effects differently the way in which the machine runs.

       “They are good smooth running machines, and very reliable --- they're
the Mercedes or Volvo of tattoo machines in that they just keep going and
going,” RJ remarks.

       “Coil style machines have been around since the turn of the century – they're
very straight forward and easy to maintain; they also put in the ink really well. A
coil machine runs on a spring, and the sound of the machine actually lets you
know what you're doing and it's very easy to adjust. When you're  shading,
coloring or putting in a line, if you know how to use a coil machine, you really
know what you're doing,” RJ explains. 

       “With a rotary machine you don't have that same control, and that's
why you have to buy multiples and set them up for different purposes,” he
adds. “Rotary machines have become popular because they're easier to tattoo
with --- a garage tattooer can grab one and tattoo their mother tomorrow; they
put in great shading and coloring, but it doesn't last as long as with something
done by a coil machine.”

       Aside from the obvious difference in quality, without looking extremely
close, it can be difficult to tell a fake Micky Sharpz machine from the real
thing. Authentic machines are roughly hand-engraved with the name Micky
Sharpz, a serial number and the date of manufacture. They also utilize real
silver contact screws whereas imported copies commonly use stainless steel. 

       RJ goes after counterfeiters to cease and desist and is quick to flag
listings with known fakes on eBay. Each machine sold by Micky Sharpz U.S.A.
comes with a certificate of authenticity. They only sell to licensed tattoo shops,
and also back the products with a repair service and limited lifetime warranty.

       “All you have to do is take care of your machine, clean it and tune it
occasionally. If you get everything set up and it's running good, it's amazing
how many years the springs will last,” RJ says.

       “There are some really cool custom machines out there, but when you
have a problem they're not so great. . . Micky Sharpz are really 
reliable machines. . . you're buying something that's been around for a long
time and has proven to be a high quality tool,” RJ adds.

       “Even the custom machine builders will have a Micky Sharpz machine in
their drawer.”  O
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After five days of torrential rain from Hurricane Harvey,
Addicks Reservoir, near downtown Houston, was
spilling over.  The US Army Corps of Engineers made
the decision to do a controlled release to avoid a

total collapse of the reservoirs' dam  that would inundate down-
town, however the flood it created put homes and businesses
in the area at further risk.

       It was the first time in history that such an event had
happened, so in hindsight, tattoo artist Randy Lee, owner of
Bayou City Body Shop, located less than a mile away, felt
pretty safe. In the face of the storm, he'd boarded up windows,
sand bagged the doors, and put all the tattoo equipment 
and ink sets on countertops thinking stuff would be up high
should a few inches of water sneak into the shop.

       Over the next few days at home, Lee watched footage
from security cameras as water rose in the parking lot; eventually
the cameras went dead when power
failed, but even then with news of the
flood, Lee figured there wouldn't be
more than a few inches of water past
his door, and at most, he'd need to
replace the floor.

       Roads were impassable, but when
the rain let up, Lee and his brother,
found a way in – driving close and then
kayaking the rest of the way. 

       “The water was chest-level --- it was
very apocalyptic,” Lee says. “It wasn't
until a week later that I went back, and
the water-level inside was at waist-level.
Everything that we had raised up high
was floating in the water ---- because of
all the stencil paper for tattooing, all of
the concentrated carbon had turned the
water purple.”

       Eventually, the water ebbed away from the building. But
everything inside was destroyed. Lee and his crew of artists
were offered space in other area shops and even loaned 
equipment so they could keep working until Bayou City, 
which had been in its current location for five years, could 
be reopened.  “I believe that discomfort and disaster 
breed growth,” Lee says, “and we're going to use this as an
opportunity to make the shop better than before.”

       Many small businesses are far less fortunate -- the govern-
ment has estimated that nearly 40 percent never reopen
following a weather-related disaster. Disasters often strike
quickly and with little warning. Preparedness is the key to
having a better than average chance at survival. 

       As a studio owner, you should already have property
insurance locked down. It's worth carefully reviewing your
policy options with your agent, making sure to know what
dangers your area is most at risk for, and how they might affect
your workspace. Don't take it for granted that all scenarios are
built into your premium's bottom line. Flood insurance, for
instance, is often an add-on.

       Another type of insurance, is to have an emergency action
plan that assigns responsibilities for specific tasks. Use this
opportunity to identify risks and make a detailed plan for how
you and your staff will respond.

If a mandatory evacuation is ordered, be
prepared to grab and leave with critical office
records, such as insurance policies, bank
account records, employee payroll and contact
information. It's always a good idea to have
digital data backed up on the cloud where it
can't be harmed – that goes for your artwork
and portfolio too. Also make a list of things
related to your craft that you can least afford
to lose – this might include custom tattoo
machines, paintings, and vintage flash.

During a disaster, traditional communication
systems can become overloaded and tend to
fail. Mobile communications—including social
media—can be your lifeline to staff and
customers. Use Facebook to keep people
informed about the status of your business
during and after a crisis. As part of your
preparation, befriend federal, state, and local

agencies (FEMA, local police, sheriff, fire and utilities) that
will also be posting to keep residents informed and safe.

       Luckily, the creative spark can't be put out by rain or
wind. While there is little you can do to prevent a disaster
from striking, being prepared and knowing how to react can
help to keep business buzzing in your studio. O
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“In high school, people said, ‘Oh, you should be a tattoo
artist when you grow up,’ and I was like, "Yeah, because
that's a thing. Lot's of little mid-western girls become
tattoo artists. Whatever.’"
       As it turns out, it was a thing, or at least she’d turn it into one. And of all
the words the young Rachel would be forced to eat in life, these were by far,
the most satisfying and delicious. Especially, “tattoo artist.” The two words
combined were like a plate of cheese washed down with a finely aged
Bordeaux, notes of slate, truffles and leather dancing atop the piquant curds
like barefoot ballerinas over mist-soaked Oregonian grasses. 

       Let’s face it; in any previous era, words like these wouldn’t have a place
in a publication dedicated to the business of subdermal ink and body mods.
But this story is about Rachel Gilbert and in any previous era, neither would
she, hence her own initial skepticism. 

       Even by today’s litmus, Rachel stands out as peculiar, an outgoing
Portlandian transplant from Milwaukee, effervescent with thoughtful conver-
sation who specializes in tattooing art nouveau-inspired tableaus of sea life,
vegetation and obscure Tom Robbins references. Where others rely on black
lines for definition, she opts for shading and contrast. Where the industry as
a whole has all-out embraced a blazingly vivid color palette, Rachel’s selections
are decidedly muted, giving her work an aged, but timeless air, all but
anachronistic to the current norms. 

       “A lot of the work that I do does not have traditional black outlines,” she
agrees. “Even at this stage in the industry, there is still a lot of debate over the
longevity of tattoos like that. I, myself have tattoos without traditional black
outlines that still look amazing after ten plus years . . . It's about how the work
is done, how much contrast is there.”

       Having spent the past six years expanding her portfolio under the tutelage
of James Kern at Portland’s No Hope, No Fear, Rachel has developed an
auxiliary talent for cover-ups, into which she has deftly woven her own flare. 

       “I'm not sure that I would have gotten quite so deep into coverups if I
hadn't ended up working with James,” she qualifies. “He literally wrote a
book on advanced coverups for tattoo artists . . . At this point, I would safely
say that maybe 30% of what I do is coverups . . . It's an entirely different chal-
lenge to take something that somebody is decidedly unhappy with and turn it
into something that they're excited to show off. That kind of transformation is
really special and I’m really glad that I get to do that for people. But I wouldn't
want to do them all day, every day.”

       Though not much of an IPA fan (she’s more of a cocktail kind of gal), a
city full of hipsters sporting mustaches soaked in the suds of hoppy boutique
beers suits her far better than the rust water capital she originally called home. 

       “I had just gone as far as that city was going to take me,” she says of
Milwaukee. “And if I really wanted to pursue higher levels in tattooing, I was
going to need to surround myself with people who were going to push me
more.” It’s also about being comfortable in her surroundings, which allows
her to offer the same to her clientele. 

       “I like to think of this a little bit more like a salon experience . . . Once
you're here, this is your time. This is your day. The entire rest of the afternoon
is all about you . . . it's kind of like getting that really fabulous haircut, but
permanently.”  O
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Ryan Burk, Angry Orchard
Hard Cider
       Who: Burk grew up in New York, but made his
way to Chicago for law school, where the local beer
scene convinced him he was pursuing the wrong
career. After helping Michigan’s Virtue Cider start
up, he left for Angry Orchard where he now leads
“innovation efforts and small batch experimentation
at a new R&D facility on a historic 60-acre orchard
in the Hudson Valley.”

Where: Hudson Valley, N.Y.

       Why his ciders are special: “It really comes
down to the high quality ingredients and unique
apple blend we use for each of our ciders. For
example, our flagship cider, Crisp Apple, took the
team nearly 20 years of tinkering and experimenting
with recipes until arriving at the perfect pairing. We
use a blend of culinary apples and French bittersweet
apples from Normandy and Brittany regions of
France. They’re bred expressly for cider making and
have roots in orchards that have been growing cider
apples for centuries. We think it’s an incredibly
balanced cider, and gives just the right amount of
sweetness and tartness.”

Steve Wood, Farnum Hill Ciders
Who: Wood started working on his orchard in 1965,
started managing it in 1973, and bought it in 1984.
“This is where I grew up,” he says. “I’ve pretty much
been doing this my whole life.”

Where: Lebanon, N.H.

       Why his ciders are special: “We know how
little we know. We’ve been making cider pretty much
as long as anybody on a commercial scale. And we
feel like neophytes. We live in a constant state of
something resembling fear and eager expectation
and uncertainty. We know quite a lot of stuff, but we
don’t think we know nearly enough. We’re not confi-
dent in anything. We don’t feel expert. And in a
way, I think our ciders reflect that. Beyond that, they’re
chiefly good because we’re growers and we’ve 
been paying very, very close attention to the fruit we
grow, and how it’s grown… When you start getting
confident that you’re an expert at something, you’re
probably starting to lose your expertise. We still feel
like we’re muddling around in a dark closet.”Kevin
Zielinkski, E.Z. Orchards

Who: “I am from Oregon, and have always lived
here,” Zielinkski says. “I live with my wife Vicki on the
farm where I was raised, so this may lead you to the
conclusion of what I have done for the last 54 years.”

Where: Salem, Ore.

       Why his ciders are special: “The experiences I
had of drinking cider before I began my explorations
are few, and I did not have an epiphany that caused
me to crave cider. I did find in cider a fruit I understand,
that is what pulled me toward the method I use, and
the stubborn adherence to pre-prohibition and
European production history. I have the intention to
allow the fruit it's truest voice in my cider. And
attempting this is often thrilling and challenging.”  O

For too many Americans drinkers, cider has been relegated to the unfortunate territory somewhere
between “cloyingly sweet” and “embarrassing to drink.” But it doesn’t have to be that way. In fact, much
like the craft beer and small-batch spirit worlds, cider is seeing a revolution of sorts.

       “Today’s drinkers are becoming more and more interested in trying new things, and cider gives them
something a little different from your classic beer or wine options,” Angry Orchard’s Ryan Burk says. “When
it’s done well, it’s made with high-quality ingredients and intention, and I think that is what drinkers are
looking for. It’s our goal to continue to innovate in the cider world, whether that’s with trying different yeast
strains, uncommon ingredients, or new techniques. We’re also seeing drinkers start to experiment with hard
cider much like they did with craft beer years ago, using cider as an ingredient in cooking, pairing cider
with foods and even in mixology, creating some pretty interesting cider cocktails.”

       Part of the work might be in the hands of makers around the country whose product will help define
the future. While acquisitions occur and terminology gets argued, there’s plenty of delicious cider being
made all over. Below, we highlight three of the United States’ most exciting producers.
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